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The Tail Wagging the Dog
Nevada’s 9-month Super-priority Dilemma
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Over the past 18 months, real estate
investors in Nevada have been
purchasing properties at homeowner’s
association auctions for a fraction of
their fair market value, renting them
out and hoping to clear an exponential
profit. Interestingly, the phenomenon
is not brought on by changes in the
HOA foreclosure laws but in the deed
of trust foreclosure laws that started
in 2009 with the Nevada Foreclosure
Mediation Program (the “FMP”).
The impact of the FMP followed
by the Affidavit of Authority (aka
AB284) have expanded foreclosure
timeframes from 200 days to over
400 days according to RealtyTrac’s
2013 Q1 Nevada numbers. When
Nevada’s Homeowner’s Bill of Rights
are factored in, it appears that the
timeframe will be extended even
further. As a result, HOA’s, which
had simply waited for lenders to pay
the delinquent assessments when
the foreclosure was completed, now
found themselves compelled to
proceed with foreclosures to try to
recover their on-going losses. These
sales were conducted pursuant to
18
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Super Priority Litigation in Nevada
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The six-month super-priority was
extended to 9-months in 2009.

